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Abstract: 
            Information is an important asset a business has always been in all organizations and institutions. 

Therefore, it must be protected against attacks. One of the objectives is to protect the security of 

information. One of the best ways to deal with security threats in the corporate world, using the company's 

security problems through a risk-based approach is achieved. We believe that the classification and 

assessment of new threats to enterprises will help to give an accurate assessment and true risks with 

respect to the new concepts of the reputation And to learn appropriate ways to deal with a variety of 

attacks and threats have the ability to recognize and deal with As well as our new classified assessment 

that helps organizations not only be able to understand better the risk assessment with regard to the 

comparison of new concepts and select the appropriate tasks but the way to do a risk assessment to be 
done correctly. In addition, this classification will help to better ways for future research in the growing 

field of security risks assessment done.  
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     INTRODUCTION 
A business asset information is important and like 

any other valuable asset should be cal optima 
privacy (A. Shameli-Sendi,2016). Information asset 

value will vary from organization to organization 

(ISO 27002,2013). Depending on the type and size 

of business and provide certain services differently 

(Iijima T, Curtis,2004) . Especially because of the 

relatively important role they stay in today's 

competitive market (Brook et al., 2013). There are 

many factors in sustainable development has an 

organization and existing businesses in the it and 

drop to unsafe, but without a doubt, increase the 

vulnerability of an organization can lead to disaster. 

A significant number of scholars of various aspects 

of the vulnerability of such scientific information 

systems, supply chain, information systems have 
been reviewed but few of them are business and 

computer networks. The concept of vulnerability to 
the sensitivity of the issue provides several different 

means. In information science, vulnerability reflects 
the well-known weaknesses in the system that can 

be exploited by malicious software or hackers. The 

Organization of a sling, consider that part of it is 

damaged chains and thus the Organization at risk 

and makes the ability to reduce the organization. 

The vulnerability may be new risks, including risks 

from new technologies, economic, political, and 

risks. Come create, that if an unintended event like 

the vulnerability the same reliability as well as 

event happen equally to the risk of falls. Financial 

loss, misuse Amnytydrgzarshat many companies 
have created security concerns that have prevented 

the adoption of cloud computing 

services(Rusheed,2014;Sun,srivastava & 

Mock,2006). Based on the report of the Institute of 

ponmon (Ponemon Institute LLC, 2012), the cost of 

failure and defect data, on average in the UK 68از % 

in 2007 to 79% in 2011. These threats and dangers 

are created by hackers. This sharp rise means that 

the value of information in organizations is growing 
markedly increased. Malicious software, 

disgruntled employees, competitors and other 
sources called the called the risk factors and can be 

internal or external in the form of an organization 
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with a variety of different interests and motives of 

these resources are (Harris,2010;Landoll,2006). 
Given these facts, researchers, professionals, 

journalists, legislators, government and even 

ordinary citizens to information security and their 

actions have attracted( Jourdanet et al ,2010). A 

number of approaches to information security risk 

assessment, such as the central computing and 

telecommunications, risk analysis, risk assessment 

Microsoft(The Security Risk Management 

Guide,2006)؛ The risk assessment process easy 

Frap )FRAP (Peltier,2001)( Presented by a variety 

of methods, some business situations that are not 

remedial none of them  ) Jones,2007.( The problem, 

many of these methods is that they are mainly on 

the General principles and browse recipes have 
been working and have not run for details (Shameli 

et al,2010).  

        

I.  SECURITY 

Strategies to deal with security threats that if we do 

not know how you stand against these threats and 
how to do it do not know the security solution will 

be of no use Safe and secure communication 

channels between users and trends unless they make 

between them.  The security of a computer system 

associated with the reliability of it. By definition, 

reliable system is so reliable that it can offer your 

service (Lapry, 1995). Systems should be reliable, 

accessible, reliable, secure and maintainable.To 

make sure a computer system, we must also 

consider features such as confidentiality and 

integrity.  The most important assets a computer 

system hardware, software, and its data.  A 

vulnerability is a flaw or weakness in methods, 

design or implement security system. The 
vulnerability can be from different perspectives 

such as Pro Tools channels, etc. The questionnaire 
found that there are three stages in the risk 

assessment The objective of the first stage is to 
identify the assets of the system and in the second 

stage the aim of creating a list of asset vulnerability 
and risks that affect the value of the secured asset, 

vulnerability, and impact of the threats in the final 

step can be calculated and that the stage will be the 

impact of risk calculation. Another attitude to 

information security on a computer system that is 

trying to serve and its data are protected against 

security threats. Security threats can be divided into 
four types of banditry, forgery, manipulation and 

disruptive split (Fletcher,2003) . 

 

 III.  The evaluation of information risks 
 Information security risk assessment ISRA, is a 

major part of an ISMS Information Security 

Management System An organization will be able 

to identify vulnerabilities and 

threats and then decidesthat due to potential 

threats to select countermeasures (Landol,2006; 

shamli_sendi et al 2012a,2013b). 

Organizations that assess risk properly and 

regularly  doing intense, such as 

the consequences may be, loss 

of reputation, legal issues, or 
even direct financial impact to have (shedden et al, 

2011). . A number of approaches 
to ISRA include: central computing and Telecomm

unications Agency risk analysis risk 
 assessment  type, Microsoft 

(The security risk management Guide, 2006) easy ri
sk assessment process, frap (peltler, 

2001), Cobra COBRA risk method (Coras den Brab

er et al 

, 2007), and operational threats and vulnerability of 

the octave (Octave, 2005) have been introduced that 

in spite of the variety 

of methods some business conditions exist that non

e of them are instrument choice (Jones, 2007). The 

problem, many of these methods is that they are 

mainly on the General principles and 

the browse command and have not worked out the 

details (Shameli,2010). 

IV. Identify vulnerabilities 
  A vulnerability is a weakness or defect in 

the design or implementation methods, the security 

of the system is that it can be used by an attacker to 

be about hand or triple security goals affected. 

Identify vulnerabilities can be used with a variety 
of means, such as software inventory form in the 

network, and so won that three-step risk 
assessment model that exists are as 

follows: firstly that the objective of 
identifying assets and potential threats applicable 

to the system. The second stage, the goal is to 
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have a list of asset vulnerability and risks, we aim 

toshow the final step calculates the effects 
of risk. Based on an old classification 

of information security risk assessment methods are 

now based on the three criteria-

based approaches ISRA classification. The 

qualitative and quantitative mix (half a bit) in 

Figure 1-1 is displayed. Figure 1-1) classification 

and risk assessment , Information Security Risk 

Assessment (ISRA). 
 A. Quantitative 

Little evaluation that relies on numbers long, time 

consuming calculations and to determine the level 

of risk exposure will be realized for an organisation 

or a network goes to work (Hulitt and Vaughn, 

2010; Lichtenstin,1996). The purpose of the 
evaluation the survey analyzes security 

risks regardless 
of current needs. Little risk assessment is based on 

the measuring of the aim and the results 
that can be managed in a certain language (for 

example, monetary value, percent, 
and probability, input and output of the assessment 

of monetary and non-monetary risk a little 

bit that can be found in two categories: In the 

assessment of monetary assets in any money has 

been assigned the vulnerability; the 

threat and keep it running. In front of the non-

monetary valuation; and non-

monetary returns that risk factor in 

evaluating a value between 1 to 25, which is the 

model used to affix a mint; and split the 

other operators to calculate risk. This simple 

model may lead to the effective participation of 

managers and staff in the risk assessment process. 

And for the risk assessment of proposed the 
following formula is used. 

 
The likelihood of * extremely * sensitivity = risk exposure 

(Risk) threat x 2 (strictly) = exposure rating 

 

 

system common vulnerability (CVSS), which uses a 
formula is very complicated and requires 

a tool to fruition. To be used and it is clear that a 
lot of factors to measure risk and there are many of 

these equations; an example for this are 

the agents that some of these solutions. The 

following are the most common calculations for 

them:  
  Annual loss expectancy = average rate of occurrence * only 

hope to lose 

 

However, most of these items are not used in the 

industry. The main problem in the evaluation of a 

bit time consuming, being a long-

lasting process that depends on accurate 

information we have. Information such as the value 

of the assets; log and data, used for removing it and 

set the expectation that arises from the limitation 
of time, money and human resources by  

organization  or network is that its 
implementation will not be 

easy (Farahmand et al 2003; Hulitt and 
Vaughn,2010).  

 

B. Qualitative  

One of the most common assessment in the 

evaluation of qualitative risk assessment, 

 information security is that the organizations to 

find out their requirements it is sufficient. 
 (Landoll,2006) . Information security risk 

assessment, based on the probability of the 
occurrence of the damage and the 

potential impact is (Guan et al, 2003) that the risk 
factors with respect to 

the ISO 17799 standard category. A qualitative asse
ssment of the impact and the possibility to 

show a specific scenario and the relative values of 

the class are used. Information security risks with 

the use of the methods and principles for the 

evaluation of non-

numeric levels (qualitative) are measured (NIST, 

2012). The input and output of quality risk 

assessment based 

on two categories: variable scope and 

the language variable. The range variable for the 

input, and the output variable as a rank. For dealing 

with a very important condition is still 

not well defined some of 

the qualitative assessments to rank and prioritize 
the dangers that face an organization normally is 

designed. Due 
to insufficient evaluation data and computing histor

y beingwidely used that the impact and probability 
of occurrence of risk scenarios to 
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calculate and also because they are easy to 

understand and implement is used (Wheeler, 2011). 
As well as with the calculation of this 

assessment, the evaluation of assets, threats 

and vulnerabilities can be easier to NIST, 

2012). However, the lack of sufficient detailto 

support  

the measurement of cost management decision ther

e (Vaughn and Hulitt, 2010). Furthermore; they are 

based on the analysis of knowledge and those who 

are in the process (and shareholders) that cause this 

assessment are more subjective and prone to error 

and inaccuracy of their little counterparts (Wheeler, 

2011). Another problem of this kind of 

assessment is that the level of vulnerability and the 

likelihood of the 
threat is small though that prioritize information sec

urity risks and compare Ann results with risk 
assessment (NIST, 2012).  

 

C. Hybrid (semi-quantitative) 

  Because of the 
weaknesses and strengths, both quantitative and 

qualitative assessment of the information 

security risk is that the combination of the two and 

is a combination of evaluation is used. 

Qualitative assessment that utilizes the speed and 

simplicity of use while a 

whole well with little assessment of the assets is 

more important than it used to. (Deng et al,2011). 

The probability of system failure and the 

consequences of such a failure (the intensity of the 

loss). These elements are described by experts to 

determine the overall riskto the system. The 

purpose of this model is offered; facilitate the risk 

assessment by the 
overall security risk analysis and information 

with tiny details and the details associated 
with each of them separately, and evaluate the 

impact of specific threats and control the following 
components of the overall risk can be considered. 

With this theory the two types can be added to 
the cost. A cost to implement countermeasures, on 

the other hand, holding the value 

of the potential loss of assets (value) that is due to 

the occurrence of the risk and threat. Due to 

the lack of 

information and adequate understanding of 

the failure mechanism of the risk analysis can 

be challenging. 
 

V. Risk assessment 

 The first step in the risk management of 

information technology systems for risk 

assessment (nist, 2002) that turn risk 

assessment includes not following step: Identify the 

system, identifying 

the threats, vulnerability identification, control and 

analysis, to determine the probability of the 

impact, ISS, analysis, control and 

results recommended documentation. This 

section to specify the risks based on the ratio 

of the probability of occurrence of legal, regulatory, 

financial and in the form of the impact 
of the decision in order 

to create a reputation for solving 
them (Jones, 2007; Strecker et al,2011) 

Here step determine risk 
by fuzzy logic and decision theory used to be 

that the chance of the occurrence of the 
incident and judge it gives support and security to 

thecalculation using the mathematical equations. 

So this approach in dealing with the security 

of information technology 

systems that enables managers to better understand 

the shape with a surface of fulfilling these 

threats specific procurement scenario. The necessity 

of information security in your organization or 

network as a structural change in the type of a 

network goes to) sharmala et al, 2013 (resulting in 

several risk management framework and the 

methods it information security have been 

developed in the literature (chen Londal, 2012) 

according to the (Silva, Gusmao, and Costa Poleto, 
2014) to fuzzy sets in information security the next 

five. Access to 
information and systems, communications, infrastru

cture, security management, security and 
the development of information systems. (Power, 

2001) of the Security Institute of 
electricity during the report that more than 49% of 

its employeesare subversive organizations events, 

but despite this the majority of internal and 

external factors are ignored (shultz, 2002). 

Four ways to deal with the first one there is a 

danger that the Organization of the risk and the 
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consequences it 

will understand and consciously decides to accept it. 
II avoid activities that are at 

risk or are more risks in an organization are not 

available. III the transfer of all or part of its 

responsibility and obligations associated with a 

specific activity and risk factors related to one side 

last grdennd and passed that reduced risk and its 

consequences in the range of some of the roads and 

reduce the risk of a lower level than the level of 

acceptance for this. ISO/IEC 7352-

2 security classification information in the 

following five categories and classification. Authen

tication, access control, data confidentiality, data 

integrity, and non-being denial of data according 

to article (Alireza shameli_sendi et al, 1997), the 
vulnerability can be the following procedures as to 

how important information relating to the assets and 
resources available in the organization can identify 

and assess return, 
Automated vulnerability scanning tools, security 

testing and assessment, penetration testing and code 
review (ISO/IEC 2010; Formen, 27005, 2011; Mell 

et al,2006; Wheeler, 2011), these methods may 

have 

some false actions to show your interview location, 

inventory, physical inspection, review documents 

(ISO/IEC 27005, 2011). Copyright brmjamoah data 

in 1998, DARPA focus based on a targeted network 

connections is based on the resources that this data 

set are attacked are the services and use of a 

network on some hosts, the cost of the damage and 

respond based on surface type of detector, 

access remote computer user to root level, and on 

the contrary specific statistical basis (Lee et al , 

2012) is a form of cost-sensitive based on the three 
factors were suggested: 1. with regard 

to operational costs, that is) the cost 
of processing the flow of hodthby intrusion 

detection systems, 2) the cost of the damage, which 
is the amount of damage to the source of the 

attack means that refers to arise and when it 
is intrusion detection system cannot 

be effective, accountability, cost 3) that the cost 

of employing a response at the time of the 

attack unfold. Kay hacelom, a real time intrusion 

prevention of templates based 

on close relationship between security and network 

and sensitive to the cost of the 

proposal have predicted its execution units. The 
main advantage of this approach is that for a 

unit based on fuzzy dynamic risk 

assessment and that of applying the method 

of fuzzy hererelated to the process of estimating 

the risk register will be automatically that your skill 

and judgment of such experts analysis. The 

main disadvantages of this type is that it can be the 

root user to the level of attacks, Remote access to 

the remote computer to Local (R2L) and type 

of detector (Probe) to identify, but attack 

(Denial Of Service (DOS)), could not 

be identified (Haslum et al, 2007). 

Denial of service (DOS)-1: the 

attacker tries that the required resources are not 
available to users or bandwidth resources or disk 

space consumption.  

2- User to Root (U2R): The user tries 

to explicitly illegal with the exploitation of the 
vulnerability of the system access privileges to the 

root. 
 3- Remote to Local(R2L): The attacker tried 

to proceed to obtain unauthorized access 
to a remote computer from a machine with the 

exploitation of the vulnerability of the system.  
4- Probe: The attacker's network to collect 

information and identify the 

possible vulnerabilityscans are examples that 

use automated tools are 

used include portsweep, ipsweep-nmap and etc. 

 

VI. Threat model  
  The purpose of the definition of a model is that the 

risk of a threat for us is understanding and risk 

based on the values of the following two factors can 

be estimated. The likelihood of an attack, and the 

consequences of this attack, the 

enemy threat model should give a description of 

the capabilities and identify threats and security 

requirements have been considered against the 
 attacks  

Classification of security threats 
The classification of the threat is important, because 

they chiefly identify and understand threats to 
let features and resources to protect the assets of the 

system up; Moreover, they express the security 
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risks and help in understanding the features and 

choose the security solutions you 
can prdazannd these threats. The 

classification is based on two main types of attacks: 

 1- External attacks 

External threats could working people 

or organizations which work outside of a 

company and they allow access to the computer 

systems or networks, most foreign threats in compu

ter systems and data on natural 

disasters include flood, fire, aztofan and earthquake 

2- Internal attacks 

Internal threats occur when that person to the 

network and to an account on a server is authorized 

to have access, as well as physical access to 

the network. An internal threat could be the result 
of the organized process or operation process in the 

organization. 

Threat agents 
 The factors that threaten the system as a 

threat to impose three classes specific for this 
classification: 

1- Human 
These threats arising from the activities of members, 

employees or unhappy hackersthat are causing 

the damage and the risk in the system. 

 2- Environmental threats 

The result of the non-human factors are such 

as: natural disasters, threats, earthquake, flood, 

fire, lightning, wind, 

water, tsunami and other threats such 

as war, riots, terrorist attacks and the 

rebellion can shunned. 

3- Technology 

By physical and chemical processes are created on 

the material. Physical processes include the use 

of physical means to gain entry to restricted areas of 
a building, Office or company, or damage 

to hardware or software, and also includes 

the chemical processes of technology hardware 

and software, and  Motivated by the threat of 
The invaders, which are typical 

of a specific target or incentive to attack a system to 

have these targets can be non-

fatal outcomes or ruining. That includes non-

destructive and malicious threats. Malicious 

threats consist of the internal or 

external attacks that cause employees or non-

employees to an organization or network harm, 

such as viruses, Trojan horses and worms. Non-

destructive attacks due to poor security policies and 

controls that allow by vulnerabilities and 

errors occur and this is dissatisfied by the staff and 

ignorant with the objective of damaging the system. 

The intention of the threat  Represents the goal of 
man is the result of 

threats and intentional threats into two 
parts and random unwanted threats and Division tha

t the intentional threats as an example someone 
who deliberately damage the property or 

information, such as computer 
crimes, espionage, identity theft, 

and credit card crime as 

well as unwanted threats represent threats that are e

ssentially without the knowledge of unauthorized 

modification of software are included. 

Like operator error or programming errors; Moreov

er each attack can be in one of two final attack and 

attack middle class. The final attacks are the ones 

that are the ultimate goal of the 

attacker it's doing and is one of the high levels 

of security requirements to medium attacks and end

angers other attacks and facilitator stepping stone to 

climb to attack the other and increase its 

functionality. The following table some of the 
attacks that overwhelm in some countries in recent 

years have occurred is displayed. 
And in the chart  figure 2-2) the classification 

of attacks and displays the effects of the threat.  
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